
Primary 1-4 Class: Welcome back to Term Three January 2020! I trust you all had a lovely holiday. 

Sharing:The children were all eager to share some of the things they received as presents during the holidays. 

     

Penny brought in her two lovely horses that she received as a present. One is wearing a rather super blue horse 

blanket! Rosie brought in her putty which she rapidly made into a snowman! Uilleam and Kyle were keen to show off 

their model wrestlers. Uilleam has nine and Kyle has twenty nine – what a lot between you, boys! 

       

Belle shared her lovely lavender teddy. The smell makes you sleepy apparently.... It did smell particularly nice Belle! 

Anne Marie shared the news that the family received an ice cream maker from granny as one of their Christmas 

presents. Anne Marie has already tried the strawberry ice cream which is her favourite – mine too Anne Marie! Riley 

shared the news that his uncle is rehoming the sheep he has so Riley and his grandpa have three extra sheep to take 

care of! Michael was excited to receive this two way radio – a present from Uncle Murdo! Daniel assisted in trying it 

out in school – and it worked perfectly! 

     

 

The wrestlers made a return visit to school. 

Uilleam and Kyle shared further models 

recently added to their home collections! 

Finlay and Margaret both received fitbits as 

their New Year presents. Both children are 

thinking about how many steps they might 

be able to do in a day! 

 



Happy Birthday, Cameron! 

       

     

New Haircut! 

   

Worker of the Term Part Two! 

  

 

 

Many Happy Returns to 

Cameron Morrison who was 

eight years old during the 

holidays! He delighted us all 

by bringing in a rainbow cake 

he had made himself! No 

dieting this week, Cameron – 

it was absolutely delicious! 

Congratulations to Finlay Jardine, who was one of our 

Workers of the Term last term. Finlay was poorly the last 

week of school and was unable to receive his prize. 

Well done Finlay you deserve this - and we hope you are 

feeling a lot better! 

Penny came back to school with a lovely 

haircut! She tells us that nana cut it for 

her. It really suits you Penny – and I just 

love your fringe! 

 



Topic Work: 

We covered quite a bit during term two, but did not manage to finish off our work on Mrs. Armitage on Wheels. We 

have vehicles half-finished which we are going to try and complete over the next few weeks. Bearing this in mind, we 

got straight to work on Monday making bicycles out of plates and lolly sticks. We hope these will add to our display 

of work – and doing something creative helps to re-focus the mind after a very busy holiday! 

     

     

 

     

     

Problem Solving:   

     

The children worked 

very well in pairs and 

produced excellent 

models by the end of 

the morning! 

Continuing our theme of making a table 

or chart to show information we got 

straight to work on some bicycle 

problems this week.  The children 

worked in pairs or small groups. Primary 

one displayed some work on a table all 

about bikes and gears! 

 



The older children had to display information about the numbers and colours of bikes from different shops. A lot of 

us found this one quite tricky! We got there in the end.... 

     

 

Adding and Subtracting Skills: 

Well done to Benji and Margaret who have been revising their addition and subtraction skills this week.  Both 

children were looking at friends of 10 followed by friends of 7 which was quite tricky! They persevered and kept at it. 

They look very pleased with themselves! 

     

 

Discussing Our Qualities: 

This week we have begun looking at our personal qualities and how this might impact on our learning. The children 

discussed their attributes together in pairs and small teams. They then got to work on recording their ideas about 

themselves. 

     



       

 

Awards: 

   

This Week’s Learning: 

Here is a guide to our learning for 13th – 17th January 2020. 

     

     

Have a great weekend everyone! 

I am delighted to report that Finlay Jardine received a bronze 

award for a mixed bag of 2, 5, and 10 times tables. We are 

absolutely delighted with Finlay’s progress especially as he is in 

Primary 2! 

Congratulations Finlay! Three times tables next! 


